
CHAPrER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The peninsular area of South Siam, has. played a.n important r8le in 

Southeast Asian history from earliest times. This narrow neck of the 

Malay Peninsula has always been ideally suited to share in the devel

opment of the region as a whole. Geographica,Jly it i�:_both part of the 

land bridge between mainland Southeast Asia and the island world further 

south, and a key sector of the great land barrier between the South 

China Sea and the Bay of Bengal (Map 1).

The importance of the isthmian region is attested as early as the 

first centuries of' the Christian Era, with Chinese, Indian, and Medi

terranean authors all pointing to th� existence of' small states on 

the peninsula.1 These included La.nkasuka (probably in the Pata.ni region), 
.Takkola (on the west coast of the Isth.mus ·or Kra), a state in the region

of present-day Kedah, and T§Jpb�alinga {in the vi�inity of modern Na.gara 

Sri Dharrma.raja, i.e. Ligor or Na.kh9n Si Thamma.rat). These states and 

the sub-regions they represent persist through the centuries which 

follow, under a variety of names. Of these, it was T�bralinga which,

in the long run, came to assume the greatest significance. On epi

graphic evidence, it was this state that became a major pole in the 

Empire of Srivijaya. It is indeed the Ligor.inscription of A. D. 775 
which provides the earliest evidence of Sailendra rule over Srivijaya;2 

and the V�t Hua Vian inscription of' Jaiya of the late twelfth or 

1see Paul Wheatley, The Golden Khersonese (Kua.la Dunpur, 1961),
.

chs. I, II, IX, X, XI; and G. Coedes, The India.nized States of
Southeast Asia (Honolulu, 1968), pp. 38-46. 

2 Coedes, Indianized states, p. 91. 
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thirteenth century3 recaJ J $ perhaps the last shades of that Suma,tran 

connection. It wa.s the same region which provided a contender for 

the Angkorian throne at the beginning of the eleventh century,!.:.:4 and 

it was apparently the source of two major invasions of Ceylon in the 

mid-thirteenth century.!.:.:5 Finally, as Nagara Sri Dha.rrma.raja, or 

Siridhammarajanagara, the same locality wa.s a.n important way-station 

for the transmission of Sinhalese Theravada Buddhism to Siam and 

r.ambodia in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, demonstrating 

thereby its close connections with Ceylon and with the states to the 

north. And it was one of these northern states, the fledgling Thai 

Empire of Sukhod�ya, which brought this region under its suzerainty 

in the last quarter of the thirteenth century. 6 

For all its early importance, the region of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja 

has received surprisingly little attention in its own right from modern 

historians. Its earliest "indianization" is overshadowed by develop

ments in Funan and its Cambodian successors, yet clearly the region

retained importance as a "relay station" and continued to be of polit

ical importance in Khmer affairs. Its relationship with �rivijaya 

�emains obscure, no less so than its relations with Ma.lay states on 

the peninsula which share a similar Buddhist past. The necessity of 

treating Naga.ra in a wider geographical.and political context is 

underlined by its involvement in the politics of Ceylon, and PY its 
Buddhist connections in the thirteenth century. (These episodes, 

for example, strongly suggest that Nagara also controlled one or 

more ports on the Bay of Bengal. ) Nagara's connection with Sukhod�ya. 

is often mentioned but poorly explored·, and none has attempted to 

explain how Nagara ma.de its way into the Empire of Ayudhya. The 

principality clearly was imp·ortant to Siam's relations with Malacca 

in the fifteenth century, and to broader relations with all the 

3A contentious date, the latest word on which is J. G. de Casparis, 
"The Date of the Grahi Buddha, 11 JSS, LV, pt. 1 (Jan. 1967), 31-4o. 

4Coedes, Indianized states, pp. 134-37; corrected in IC, VII, pp. 
171-72. 

5see Coedes, Indi.ani�ed states, pp. 184-85; a.nd c. Nicholas and!.:.:s. 
Pa.ranavita.na, Concise History of Ceylon (Colombo, 1961), pp. 281-89. 

6coedes, Indianized states, p. 205. 
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Malay s tates of the peninsula as late as 1909, yet s uch s ubjects 

have never been s eriously examined. 

The reasons for his torians!.:.:' neglect of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja

are as simple as the s ubject is serious •. South Siam has none of the 

epigraphic riches characteristic of the north, and its role in im

perial affairs vras ignored by the court chronicles of Ayudhya and 

Bangkok. Furthermore, it seems likely that Ligor over mos t of its 

history enjoyed cons!.:.:iderable autonomy, to s uch a.n extent that its 

local life and adventures in Malay politics were of little concern 

to Ayudhya. The region has , however, s trong indigenous his torical 

traditions in the form of·oral legend and written chronicles , some 

of very cons!.:.:iderable antiquity. The chief of thes e sources , pres ented 

here, have much to contribute to the examination of such problems as 

thos e outlined above. 

It is perhaps exces sive to hope that thes e materials will speak 

for thems elves . Their blending of myth, literature, and his tory 

demands of those who would us e them!.:.:-high critical s kills . Their 

chronology is often confused, Their very words are often obs cure 

and uncertain. The ·fact rem�ins , however, that such s ources as these 

are the point at which much earlier Southeast As ian his tory begins to 

become truly indigenous!.:.:. 

It is, accordingly, with thes e sources that this s tudy begins . 

The texts of the two major chronicles of Ligor are discus s ed at length

in Chapter Two, and the broader Thai his toriographical context in 

which they are set is the s ubject of Chap·ter Three. The four chapters 

which follow and conclude this volume··set forth Englis h trans!.:.:lations 

of the major texts , with but a minimum_ of annotation. Little attempt 

is made in this volume to as ses s the contrib�tions thes e texts make 
' ,

to the study of the early his tory of Nagara SrI Dharrma.raja, though 

much of their s ignificance s hould be readily apparent to thos e gen

erally familiar with the s ubject. The author hopes that it might 

eventually prove poss ible to conclude this s tudy with a s econd volume, 

of which four chapters already have been· _drafted, in· which the evidence 

of thes e s ources might be put together with ·that long known from other 

sources in a s ynthetic and analytic treatment of the early his!.:.:tory of 

Na.gara. In addition to a chronological account of the region from the 
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eleventh to the sixteenth century, it should be possible also to 

analyze the geographical evidence of the texts, the origins and devel

opment of Theravada Buddhism in southern Siam, and the early economy

of the region, and to suggest how administration functioned in its 

social and economic environment. These are important problems that 

resist easy definition or quick resolution. One would hope that the 

prior availability of the basic texts upon which successful treatment 

depends might encourage others to consider the best means of bringing 

their evidence to bear upon our still stumbling knowledge. 



CHAPrER TWO 

THE COMPLICATIONS OF A TEXTUAL TRADITION 

The region of Nagara �ri Dharrmaraja, like similar old princi

palities of the Tai world from Assam and YHnnan·to Campas�, has a 

rich written history. Unlike other areas, however, and especially 

in contrast to the ancient p rincipalities of North Thailand and Laos, 

the traditions of Nagara are but little known. That this i-s so may 

be due in p art to the accident of their late discovery by the outside 

world. The late Professor Coed�s vras working at the Vajiranana Nation-

al Library in Bangkok at the time most of the records of the 
•
history

of the North were be�ng acquired and published, while the chief sources 

for the history of the South, though discovered earlier, were published 

in Bangkok only later. Thus Coedes' important early work on the 

history of the North, published in 1925 ,1 which first drew scholarly 

attention to the JinakaJamali and Camadevivamsa, was matched by no 

corresponding interest in the materials on the history of the South. 

Even more important to the neglect of the materials on -the history 

of Nagara Sri Dharnnaraja, however, is their great difficulty as texts. 

There are two chief texts, below termed ''Version A" and ''Version B", on 

the history of Nagara. Both are of uncertain date and authorship" Both 
contain dates and relate incidents difficult.!.:.:to reconcile with the a.c

cept�d chronology and sequence of Thai history. Both· are generally, 

available only in editions hastily p repared for p ublication without 
any critical apparatus; and the history of!.:.:·the South is so little known 

that historians have lacked any context into which to set them. This 

1G. Coedes, "Documents sur l 'histoire religieuse et poli tique du · 
Laos occidental,!.:.:" BEFEO, XXV (1925), 1-202. 
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...atnn� mo' a.u nagara :sri dharrmaraj a {Bangkok, 1948), pp 
4m- -

• k-kh. Again in this case, the preface is dated 22 September only five days before actual publication on zr September. 

being the case, it is necessary first of all to deal at some length 

with the textual problems 

Version A 

of Nagara's history, before any conclusions 

can be dra�m from these important texts. 

,
The "Chronicle of mo'a.n Nagara Sr'i Dharrmaraja (.:t.BlJlil.an mo'an nagara 

�ri dharrmaraja), which throughout this study has been termed "Version 

A," was discovered in that city by Prince Damrong Rajanubhab at the 

beginning of this century. With the carelessness all too characteristic 

of such publications of texts in Thailand--which, it must be said, are 

intended for the general public and not for scholars, and generally are 

· prepared for publication in great haste--the editor of its first (1939) 
printed edition, Prita §rijalal�ya,2 provided only the barest of notes -
concerning the text of the work, or the principles which guided his 

edition of it. To quote the note in full: 

The original manuscript is badly deteriorated. It is a white Thai 
[accordian-folded] book (sa.mu.t daiy khav) ·written in black ink in 
the compressed �ai script {mt§ara daiy y"o). There are lacunae 
in many places. 

The second printed edition, published on the cremation of Acina LimI?,ijati 

in Bangkok on 'Z{ September 1948 has a more extensive preface, signed 

''Fine Arts Department" (kram �il,p.a.kara) but ,-n-itten probably by Tri 

Amatyakul. This preface reproduces the information provided in 

the 1939 edition, and suggests that this 1948 edition was printed di

rectly from the 1939 edition, without corrections or exa.rojnation of the 

earlier edition for typographical errors.!4 The third publication of the 

2rnferred from the initials "P.S." which appear at the end of the 
preface to the edition published on the cremation of nansav Bran na
Nagara. The preface is dated 3 March, and the volume was published 
on 15 March B.E. 2481 = A.D. 1939. 

39
.,a.rpnan mo'an nagara �ri dharrmara.ja _(Bangkok, March 2481 - 1939),

page k. 

� � -. 

http:dharrmara.ja
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text came on the occas!.:.:ion of the cremation of Ge neral C aubrahya Patin-

d ra.tejanujita (Y� m na Nagara) in 1962, when the chronicle was 
• 

included 
. . .. . 

·

in a collection of ten pieces relating to the town and province of 

Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja and its ruling :faznily.5 The same collection 

bas since been reprinted in 1964 , 
6 1967 ,·7 and 1974 ,8 titles and contents 

varying slightly on each occasion . 

The original manuscript comes as a considerable surpris e to one· 
previously familiar only with one of the published versions of the 

chronicle. It bears the title given ab·ove, and is kept in the Manu

s cripts Section of the National Library in •Bangkok, where it has been 

catalogued as "Ban�!.:.:avatara [Chronicles] ,  no. 36/c."  It bears a label 

(obscuri ng half of page lB) listing its provenance simply as "Gift of 

Prince Damrong Rajanubhab.!.:.:11 As a number of other manus cripts in the 

s ame collection and from the s ame local i ty bear the date of ·1908 for · 
Prince Da.mrong' s gift, this may be as sumed to be of a s imilar date. 

He would seem to have procu red this and other manuscripts from officials 
, .

and public institutions when in Nagara S ri Dharrmaraja on official tour 

as. Minister of Interior. 

PhysicaJJy, the manuscript  is an accordian- folded kh� y  paper manu
script whi ch measures approximately 1 0  x 3 0  cm. folded·, or approximately .
23 0 x 30 cm. unfolded. It is composed of three strips of pap er, the 

0glued seams occurring in f0 . a and -r 15 . It unroia.s in twenty-:-one double 

faces on the obverse and twenty-one on the reverse. Each open fold has 
. . 

an upper (A) and lo\'rer (B) portion, on each. of which there are six or 

s even lines of text written across the breadth of the page. The text 
.

is incomplete, as the first face of the unopened MS.  (f0 lB) begins in 

mid- sentence , a:nd the last face of the obverse (r0 21.B) is not directly .
connected to what follows on the page we have nu mb ered f0 23A. In ea.ch 

5 Ru.am ro'fJii mo'a.n nagara � ri d harnnaraj a (Bangkok, 1962),  pp. 46-

· 6Ro'!.:.:a.n m.o'a.n nagara �ri d harrmaraj a {Bangkok: Crem. of Car�s 
Vi§ e. sadhira.,' 1964), pp. Iib-63!.:.:. : · · 

7Ro'na.n mo'ari nagara � ri d harrmaraj a (Bangkok: . C rem. of Tal�p 
Cttndradibya, 1967 ), pp. 46-63 . 

. -
. .

8Mo,M nagara sri dharrmara.ja ( Bangkok : Crem. of  Tirek I}a Nagara, 
1974 ) ; edition not yet seen. 

http:dharrmara.ja
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case, however, little is missing. On the basis of the text of Version

B, it seems reasonable to assume that only one-half face is missing 

preceding f0 1B (a face which would have had the text of f0 JA on the 

obverse and a title page, or mid-title page, on the reverse), and 

probably one-half face missing following f0 21B. The accompanying 

figure (Figure 1) shows this reconstructed layout of the manuscript. 

Th.is reconstruction, however, appears rather clearer than it 

perhaps should be. If the order of the printed version is to be followed, 

the text of the chronicle begins on f0 35A, continues over a short gap 

left by the missing f0 lA, resumes on r0 lB, and returns (with a quali

fication to be noted below) to f0 34B, or to f0 21A--depending upon our 

acceptance of the original editor ' s  judgm�nt as to the end of the text. 

The M:;. pages have been munbered in this fashion in accordance with the

decision of Prince Damrong ana/or the staff of the old Vajiran8.IJ.a National 

Library to place the label identifying the M> .  on what has been numbered 

r0 lB, and to follow the order in which the pages have been microfilmed.8 

A case, however, could be made for a different numbering, in which 

ff0 23A-43B would be numbered 1A-21B, and ff0 1B-21B would become 22B-

42B. 

Manuscript A is written in what is conventionally known as the 

"compressed" script, and it is both generally characteristic of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and clearly distinguishable from 

scripts of the nineteenth century. Very little systematic work has 

been done on Thai paleography beyond what Coedes wrote in the 1920's, 

and his remarks warrant quotation in extenso:!9-
The characteristics of the Thai alphabet in the reign of King 

W-ari.ya.rJ.a the Great [1657 -88 ] are not very different from the Thai 
alphabet of the present; and only two or three of the Thai letters 
of the Old Capital [Ayudhya] period differ from the letters of 

SukhoMya. For example, the letter £i1 changed to n , the letter � 

changed to � , the letter 1J) changed to TI , and finally, the letter W 

8Positive prints of this film are on deposit in the Wason collection
at Cornell, and in the library of the University of Malaya. MS. A is the ·
tenth item on the film. 

9!a. Coedl!os,n 11:.ksara daiy [History of the Thai Alphabet] 2nd 
,red. {Bangkok, 19! �p. 17: 
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changed to � • Otherwise, all the Thai letters of the Old C apital 
and R!Cta.nakosindra [Bangkok) periods are si milar to the Thai letters 
of King Rama Gamh�ri.

Clerks a.nd scribes who were experts in the writing of letters 
wrote the alphabet in several ways. In ·addition to the_ ordinary
letters which are the origin of p rinted letters, and the cursive 
letters which were used in the writing of documents and various 
notes, there was yet another important kind, namely, "comp ressed 
Thai letters.!.:.:11 Of these, there are examples f rom the reign of 
King trara.yana the Great, and it would appear that at that time 
they were in official use, as evidenced by the [ text of the] treaty
between Siam and France in 1688. 

The script in the illustration of the text of that treaty accompanying 

this unmercif ully short note could easily pass for the script of MS. A. 10 

There are earlier documents, however, which also were written in the 

same script; for example, the letter f rom the Thai governor of Tenasserim 

to  a Danish officer dated 10 De�ember 1621.!.:.:11 The same � cr.ipt also was 
12used as late as the reign of King P arama.ko� a (17 33-58 ) .  Tlle simple

style of the script alone can p rovide no more than a very rough general 

date for our text. 

There are two p rominent characteristics of the "comp ress ed" style. 

First, unlike almost all other formal Thai scripts ,  the "compres sed" 
°style is written at a slant of approximately 30 from the vertical. 

Moreover, the bottom edges of the (slanted) vertical strokes are drawn 

back to the left and upwards. Similarly, s trokes which in other scripts 
would be hori zontal, or rounded on a horizontal plane, are regularly 

dxawn straight, perpendicular to the slant of the script. On the ac

companying figure (Figure 2 ), which depicts all the c onsonants of 

th e "compressed" scrip t  found in MS .  A, together w:i,.th their modern Thai 

lO
ib . d1 • ' plate facing p .  18.  

11Prince Dhani Nivat and Erik Seidenf'aden, "Early Trade Relations 
between Denmark and Siam, " JSS, XXXI, 1, reprinted in Selected Articles 
f rom the Siam Society Journal, VIII (Bangkok, 1959), esp. p.  2759. See also 

��sara PunaE_ra.1}gbri, "GBl!1 an bhab thay ekas�a porari-a, !lk� ara lae1: bha�a 

daiy � amlly a.yudhya., " Sil�a.kara, XII:5 (Jan. 196 9), 115-17 . 

12see the various consonants discussed by ma.ha Cham Db�!mvarrna in, 
"S�nni��hana diap ka.ra.khian �§ ara daiy k�p �fia.ra. khan nai �amly bb khun 
ra.ma ga.mh�ri, "  in, Thailand, Ra.japal}q.ityasathana, Q,vamrii dM �sar a�$stra 
(Bangkok, . 1965), pp. 269-321. Another example of this script can be seen
in Simon de la Lo ubere, A New Historical Relation of the Kingdom of Siam 
(London, 16 93; reprinted Kuala Lump ur, 1969), opp. p .  17 0 � 
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FIGU RE 2 
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equivalents and roman transcriptions, this feature may be seen in its 

most pronounced fashion in the letters k, g, t, th, and bh . A second 

prominent characteristic is the "finial" on the upper end of the final, 

upward strokes in such letters as n, p, E., b ,  m, and y_. At least two 

hands clearly were engaged in the copying of this manuscript, and -both 

are absolutely consistent in following this writing style. On the whole, 

their handvrriting is remarkably clear, steady, and beautifully-formed, 

and one might well speculate that they ·wrote formally, perhaps per

forming their service for a highly-placed patron. 

Of the 46 consonants of the full Thai alphabet, virtually all can 

be found in MS .  A, including, of course, the kh and .6_ dropped from the 

alphabet on the invention of the typewriter in the 189011 s. Both the 

kh and the!� are relatively rare in the MS, as they were in usage. The 

jh is absent, but not surprisingly so. No examples of 1 and cpl were 

noticed. All three!s are present, and, as often is the case, their 

use is highly inconsistent. The short strokes which distinguish!�, �

and!s from g, 1, and p are written horizontally into the space occupied 

by the following character . As is the case even in modern printing, 

the high vertical stroke at the end of the E.., f, and f is written sepa

rately from the main body of the letter. The dh usually is written in

a form more or less similar to its present form; but the orthography 

of this character is perhaps the least disciplined of any in the MS. , 

and there is at least one case of it being written in the strange form 

so connnon in :MS .  c .13 

The orthography of vowels shows a number of peculiarities. Super

script i - i and u'  - u' vowels are not well differentiated, either one 

from another, or as to vowel length. Some of the peculiarities of their

forms are illustrated in the accompanying figure (Figure 3) . In addition, 

when these occur in the -ia and -o'a dipthongs, they generally are written 

above the tJ or el consonant of the compowid, rather than above the initial 

consonant of the syllable. U' is represented as often by o', i, or i as

by its proper symbol. The!� and!� shortening symbol, "number 8", is

never used, and instead the "number 2" (the mai do of tone orthography) 

13see tracing opposite, second column, sixth from top. 
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F IG U RE 3 

MS . A =  C OMP RESSED S C RIPT . VOWELS . 
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h�:rm (39B7 ,  40A1) mod. h�n, "place" , 

is employed. Finally, initial kra- and Era- are usually written without 

-h• 

The rema,ining peculiarities of MS. A fall more properly into the 

realm of orthography, as they have to do with the spelling employed. 

Here there are five different problems: (1) unusual spellings as such ;

(2) double-function consonants ; (3) the peculiar use of the two symbols 

for the ai vowel; (4) the designation of tones; and (5) special con

ventions. None of these, it should be emphasized, are even slightly 

hinted at in the published editions, which have regularized spellings 

in their modern forms. 

(1) On the whole, the spellings employed in MS. A are quite con

sistent, especially when compared to MS. C. One rather irregular oc

currence, ho\orever, arises ·with words ending in final -n, where the 

final consonant frequently (but not consistently )  is doubled. To cite 

only a few examples :

nu' nri (35A2)
• mod. nu' n, "one"ninn .... . .ninn 

(38B5
(35B5,

)
37B4)

lllnnka (36A6) , mod. Lanka, "Ceylon"
anngha (37A6) and a.nnk.a (39A4), mod. angha, classifier for holy 

objects and beings 
t�ri (37A5{ 38A5, 38B2, 39B6, etc.) , mod. tl:tri, "to set up, establish" 
tanri (38Bl J ,  mod. tan, "forest, jung·le n 
t�rui {39A7),  mod. t�n, "to arrange, decorate" 
d�:rm
f�rui 

(38B5,

{ 
39A7 39B5, etc. ) , {39B2 J ,  mod. f�, 

mod.
"to 

d�,
bury" 

"all"
(38A3
(38A4J,  mod. 1aA, "to descend" la.nn 

ca.mi (6B4), mod. ca.A, "to be obliged to"

There are many others, although almost all of these words occur also in 

their conventional spellings. This orthography reflects early Thai 

usage--as in inscriptions of the Sukhod�ya period--where final conso

nants are doubled to indicate the � vowel (e.g. ,  kann = k�n, tarui = t�,

patt = P�b etc.). What is peculiar about its .usage in MS. A is that 

it occurs only with -n, and not with -n. 

Generally, the unusual spellings of MS. A seem to reflect phonetic 

renderings of the sounds of the spoken language. Certainly the strangest 

of them all is the extremely common word di, which as a noun can mean 

"place, position" and also functions as a general relative pronoun and 

in ordinal enumeration. It is always spelled with the letter 
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0 followi ng, perhaps as i� it  were to be pro nounced thaa. Also, in 

many cases where the - I  vovrel occ urs, it is follo wed by -y. We have 

o ne occurrence (38B7 ) of the northe rn Thai dialecticaJ.. hu' ins tead of 

hai. More generally, the final consonants o f monos yllabic words fre --
quently are incorrec tly writte n  -k and - t, jus t  as final!.:.:- r !.:.:and -1 
often are written -n. Thes e cas es all approxi mate the spoken language. 

(2) The rendering of double-functi on cons onants in MS .  A is  

typical of many pre-modern manus cripts .  It is particularly noticeable 

in  connec tio n ,;rl.th the -am, vrhere m often is  written as well in  such 

words as tamrnara (tamra, "text, treatise , docume nt,!.:.:• " f fo 42A6 , 7 ;• 
•

42Bl, 3), ca.mmalo' y (camlo' y, " de fendant, accused,!.:.:" f0 28B3, 5),
samrnar�t (samr�c, "to be finished,!.:.:" f f0 28A6, 6Bl) samrnar�p (samhr�p, 

" for,!.:.:" ft:0 25A2, 6B3), and eve n--at least onc e--D�sokalJ hr�t (Dharrma-
, -solcaraja, f0 42B5 ) • The s ame tendency to ,;vrite the spoken sounds of the 

language occasiona.J J y oc curs with other fi naJ.. cons onants v1hich also serve 

as the initial co nsonant of the follo wi ng syllable , e specially with loan 

words and proper name s from o ther languages!.:.:: 

at dia (35.Al, 31B2), a.di ,  P.S. , "starti ng poi nt, beginni ng; fi rs t, 
initie.J J y" 

raja.samp�tti (35AJ.), -pl!ti is  the usual Thai form, P. - patti, " the 
attainme nt of rulershi p" 

na.Ipn�tsa.l]ka.n (35B5, 36A3), nam�sa.kara, P. namass ati + kara, "to
pay honor to, to reverence, etc . "  

nak.gha ( 31A2, 31 �),  naga!
da.tiu (37B7),  dhatu, P. , "relic reliquary" · .dhl!rrma� okka.r[jaraja (39Bl, 4; 40A5, 7), dha.rrma�okarajaraja • 
dh!!rrmasokgha- (40A3)! . · · 
s!(gkara.ja. (40A4) ,  §rocaraja, "e ra" 

Unlike MS .  C, this  reduplication o f double-function consonants rarely

occurs in  MS .  A with the t-d seri es of cons onants . 

(3)  There is  an intrigui ng us e of the ai-ai vowels. The - ai, written 

with mai muan ( 1 ), is  use d  in  modern standard Thai in  o nly twenty words, 

and it  is thought to . preserve an old phonetic di sti nction between o' a and 

ai which in the c ase of thes e words has since disappeared. Its use in  MS. 

•A is abs olutely consistent, but to a differe nt pattern. Here, m.ai muan 

is  use d  only with words which are pronounced in  modern Thai - with the high 

or f alli�g tone , while mai malai ( _l ) is used only in  words pronounced 

in  modern Thai with the ·mid, lovr, and rising tone. In additio n, all words 

http:s!(gkara.ja
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using mai malai close the -ai syllable with a written -y.14 

Mai muan

hai, mod. hai 2 , "to give, for, etc •" 

wai, mod. vai2 
, "to keep, to hold, etc." 

hvai, mod .. hvai2 , "to reverence, salute" 

j ai, mod. j ai2 ·, - "to use"

tai, mod. tai2 , 
0to get, to be able, etc." 

kh&, mod. khai2 , "fever"

lai mod. lai1 · "to pursue"_, -- ' 
!a_!, mod . tai--2 ' "south, to be below, under" 

hmai, mod. mai 1 , "not, no" 

brai, mod. brai1 , "freeman"-
Mai malai 

jaiy, mod. jaiya, "victory, victorious" 
caiy, mod. cai, ''heart, spirit, etc •" 
taiy, mod. tai , ''any1

' _
:e_aiy, mod. :e_ai, "to go" 
braiy, mod. brai, "forest" 
naiy, mod. nai, "in" 

hiiaiy, mod. hfiai1 , "large"

kaiy, mod. kai1 , "fowl, chicken" 

This pattern of use according to tone---repeated in many other words as 

well--seems to be the only explanation of the regularity with which

these two vowel symbols are used, and may remedy some of the confusion 

which arises from the total chaos of tone ma,rkers. 

The designation of tones in MS. A .  is highly fragmentary and un,
systematic. The mai ek ( ) is used as a tone marker only rarely, as .
in da1 (36B3), "port, landing," and bb1 (42A6),  "father." The mai do 

( ) is frequently used, but not consistently as a tone marker. There 

are a number of ways in which it is used. First, sometimes it is used 

in place of the vowel shortening symbol, the superscript numeral 8:
He2majala/-mala (35A2ff. )
sate�c (36A2), sat�c, "to 

, proper name 
go (of royalty, etc . }" 

ce2t (37 A7), c�t, "seven"
khe 2ncaiy (42A4) ,  kh�nc_!i., "poor, unfortunate" . 

14rn citing examples below, it bas been found necessary to employ 

superscript numerals to indicate the tone-markers, 1 and 2 to indicate
the mai ek and mai do respectively. 
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ke2 p ( 42B2) ,  k�p, "to keep" 

Often it is used in substitution of thea� vowel in the compound vowel 

-ua, usually written asa� +  v in open syllables ,  as in d2 v (41B3) ,  dua1 
-

"all, throughout. " 

In most other cases, mai do must be taken as a tone marker. However, 

the tones it is use·d to indicate may be regarded either as "wrong" (from 
the point of view of Central Thai) or as dialectical. Listed below are 
examples of the various tonal situations in which rna,i do is used in MS. A :  

{a) Middle consonanta+ open vowela(+ sonorant) 
k�,?
earl 

(b ) Middle consonanta+ vowela+ stop 
kep2 

cet' 

(c) High consonant + open vowel (+ sinorant) 
h�n2 kbva2 then 
thavai2 

hluan 2 sabhau.2 
huay2 hla� savo'y2 

(d) High consonanta+ vowela+ stop
tabhlbt2 

hm6k2 

kh.et2 

(e) Low consonant + open vowel {+ sonorant) 
drar Jammau2 bb2 

nor dale2 au 
-2bray? ma 

(f) Low consonanta+ vowela+ stop
nbt2 

deb2 

(braha)vet 2 (sanu) • 

(5 )  Finally, there are a l'lnmher of special conventions employed 

in the MS .  Some are similar to conventions of the Lao writing system, 

such as the superscript bracketing two consonants to indicate an u.n

written -o- vowel between them: 

p�'m (37A2 )  "to do obeisance" 
br"m (38A7 ) , Brahma- in proper name 
g"n (35A2, 38Bl, 38B5 ) ,  gan, "person" 

The more usual symbol for this, however, is a $ma.11 superscript circle 

written above the first of the two consonants 

b0p (35B2) ,  bap, "to meet" 
° 

1 n (36B4), lan, "to descend" 
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g0 n (36B5 ), gan, "person"
t!l.nt0nbr0nbraiy (38A6), tllnta.nbra.nbrai, "forest" (lit. ) 

Both these symbols are used interc hangeably in the MS • ; and the way in 

which tbe former is written, often with a small circle at t he right-hand 

end {" ), suggests that we might have here conc rete evide nc e of the tran

sition between the two. 

The same superscript circle also is used interc hangeably wi th a 

symbol resembling the mai e�, functioning to indicate the unwritten -a 

vowel following a consonant: 

ni m0 nt'r' (39A5), P. nima.ntana, s . niroa.ntra, "invitation" also written 

niman (39A6) 

b 'na (36A5 ) , ball[, "ruler, lord" , also writ ten b 0 
na. (37A4)

m'ha (37B2), maha, " great"; also writte n m0ba  (37Bl) 

d'le (40Al) , dale, "sea, oc ean"; also w ritten d0 le2 {38A7 ) 

th'vay2 (38B2) ,  thavay, "to present" 

bud' ( 39B6), Buddha 

s 'than (40A5 ), satha.n, "plac e" 

The same symbol sometimes is doubled in combination with the -b vowel: 
h "b (35Bl 36B3 ) 
!Q!"o (38B4, 4JA7 , 21A5 ), 19th cent. �b, mod. khb, "to request"; 

also written kh'b (3 9B2) 
k"o (40Bl, 4lA2), kb , "to build, construct" 
b"o (4J.BS

{ 
42A5) bb , " father" ; also writ ten b'b ( 42A6 ) 

s_"o (42A3 J ,  gb , 1'neck" ;  also written g_' b (42A7 ) 
.... c::

Most irregular is the particle k ( n ) , p ronounc ed k9 , which appears in 

the MS .  in no less than four .different forms: k0 (36A3 , 36B4), k' {39Al, 

4, 6, 7 ,  etc . ) ,  k (39A5) ,  and k0 (39Bl). 

The biggest surprise of MS.  A,  however, is that there is so muc h 

more to it than its initial editor pretended. At the end of the printed 

text there is an ellipsis, followed by the words "the text ends just 

here" { sin c hapl!p bian ni ) , in boldfac e type •15 This point in the 

15 The question arises as to whether the editor refers to the same 
J.E .  as the one we have here, especially given his edition's modernized 
spelling. The fact that his MS .  and this one are the same is attested
by his own desc ription of the MS . ,  and by the absolute word-for-word {but
not letter-for-letter) correspondence  between the printed text and the MS .  
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continuing on for a further twelve folios . 

edition without checking back to the original. 
fact are to 
to modify such conclusions as can be reached concerning its date . 

MS .  A is not as easily resolved as it would be if we had only ff0 

43B a.nd lB-21B, which contain the text as printed. 

text occurs on r0 2lA, line 3 .  The text continues directly on from that 
point, completing the sentence the printed text leaves unfinished, and 

It is perfectly obvious that 

a,J J printed editions subsequent to the first (1939) have followed that 
The consequences of this 

change considerably the nature of the text as a whole, and 

With the addition of ff0 2JB-34B, the question as to the nature of 
35A-

As that portion of 
the I-ti .  contains only vague early dates, and is written in a suitably 
archaic hand, it could be ta.ken to be a.n ancient chronicle of the tra
ditional sort, a record of folk legends concerning the foundation of 
Naga.ra Sri Dharrmaraja, its great palladium, notable places in its 
vicinity and its leading families. As such, its function could be ., 

interpreted as mainly conmemorative, serving to exalt the existing
order by reference to its originst. In such a tale, folklore and borrow
ings trom other literary and historical traditions would not be out of 
place, e.n.d indeed we have them in Version A.16 

The addition of the "hard" historical material--the "factstH--of 
ffO 22B-34B gives the MS • a very different shape. As a whole, it then 
consists Qf the following �omponents :  

1.  (tf0 1B-21A3) :  the latter half of the Chronicle as printed 
(1962) ,  pp. 51-63 . In genera.I., this portion becomes increasingly 
detailed, concerned especially with the collection and payment of 
tax revenues to Ayudhya. 

� ,  (tf0 2lA4-21B7 ) :  continuation of 1 .  concerning a party of women 
going from Nagara to see the King in the capital. 

3 .  (tr0 23Al-25A4) :  may be a continuation of 2 .  as it is also con
cerned with a party of people--officials--bea.ring tribute of tin 

·to the capital, in the sixth month in the new year ( 23B3) • This 
ahronological reference implies that a date was mentioned in the 
missing portion between ff0 2JB7 a.nd 23Al. 

1:see especis.JJy its version of the story of the Buddha' s  Tooth Relic , 
MS .  ff 35A-37B, and beJ.ow, PP• 66-71. 
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4. ( ff0 25A5-25B6) :  a copy o:f a letter of ok-hluan Jaiyap_rana.p atI, 

the Regis trar (of labor, in Ayudhya? ) to the governor of Da Dbn, 17 

a town dependent on Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja, ordering him to as -

s ist  in buildin g  the walls of Nagara. This letter is dated 7 

October 178 9. 

5 .  ( ff0 26Al-27A5 ): an account of a meeting held on 19 October 

1789 in Da Dbn to hear of the letter (4)  and the action ta.ken 

upon it--the s ending of work parties to Nagara, and informing

the Registrar of this action. 
6 .  ( ff0 28Al-29B4): a J.etter from cauba.f!a S ri D�rrmaraj a to bkf1a 

Senadibpatiya--the ka.lahom and acting governor of Nagara--dated 

18 October 1801. This letter refers to charges being made 

against the government of Da Dbn by "the people" ( ra.stra) which ·-
the government of Nagara had investigated. Reference is made 

to an earlier law concerning the handling of s uch cnnq1laints!.:.:,

the text of which follows. 

7 .  ( ff0 29B5-32B5): a law issued by command of King Rama. I (17 82-

1809) on 25 August 1800, directed to aJJ provincial governors , 

concerning maladmi nistration a.nd lega.l remedies for it. 

8 .  ( f0 32B5): a s ingle-line comment ins erted at the end of the

law: "Khun Yukghapata �yakkrapa.traJ1,8 sent up the laws , the 

ne n:istory, -cogetner .sevenBra.ti Damnurl ta.nammanun-J , ana t ·• 
documents . "  

9. ( f0 33Al-5) :  the opening sentences of the Vers ion A Chronicle, 

the entire face bein g  crossed out -- ''XXX." 
10. ( ff0 33Bl-34B7 ): recording an action taken by the governing 

17na. non, now a s ma.Jl villag e in the Kancanati�-µi district of Sura��ra
dha.ni province, was a province capital in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. See Gamhaikara. ja.v krwi kau • • •  (Bangkok :  Gl� Vidya, 1964), 

p. 197 , where it is included in testimony ·taken by the Burmes e in 1767 ; 
, Braq. ra.jabaMa.va.ta.ra krwi r��anakos indra. 

rajakala di 3• • •  di 4 (Bangkok, 1963) ,  p; 7 33 ,  not:ing the cbange in the 
name of the province from Da. Dbn to K.anca.na.tistha in the 1860's • 

180n this office, s ee H. G. Quaritch Wales, Ancient Siamese Govern
ment and Admini stration ( New York, 1965), p. 112. 

and caubrahya Dibakarava.ti�a!.:.:• 

http:ra.jabaMa.va.ta.ra
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body ( kramka.ra) of Nagara concerning th e  a.nnual tri bute--the 

gold and silver flowers (b11nga mas )--sent by Nagara to Ayudhya, 

in t he course of whi ch ref erence is  made to an old do cument 

establishing the rates t o  be p ai d  by vario us. offici als and 

localiti es as contri butions to its cost. The_ date of this 

action is  given here o nly i n  i ncomplete form (animal yea:r, 

plus year of decade cycle) form, . but it cou1d run as late  as 

1825 ,  although such a late date is unli kely. 

11. (:ff0 35Al-43B71) :  t he first portion of the Versio n A Chroni

cle of Nagara. 

Its organization i n  this manner makes it �pparent t hat Version A 

is essentiaJJy an administrative document, the mai n  purpose of which 

is to  est ablish, or rather to reaffirm the establishment of,  a po lit ic al 

and economic order i n  which t he c hief elements are assigned lands and 

labor, an d  t he rights and eJremptions of various gro ups a.nd individuals 
to land and labor.  Implicit t hrough t he whole document i s  the relation-

ship between Ayudhya and Nagara SrI Dharrmara.ja. 

Although for convenience t he editor has accepted the judgID,ent of 

previous editors and custo dians of the MS .  ·regarding its organization, 

he is i nclined to believe that t he order of the pag es has been reversed, 

and t hat i n  f act the � .  probably began on f0 23 (or on a missing page 

preceding it), where there is  recorded a mission from Nagara which 

raised questions about lan19 labor, and political. power when presenting 

tribut e  i n  tin in Ayudhya. These various questions and their inlP�diate 

history are the subject of t he documents which follow, numbered 4, 5, 6 ,  

7 ,  and 10 i n  the enumeration above . S ections 8 and 9 are extremely im- . 

portant i n  establishing this sequence: 8 states t hat the legal officer 

of Nagara ordered t he i nclusion i n  these documents!.:.:(? ) of the relevant 

law and of the ''history" (ban�avat a[!:!]); and 9 is  the abortive ,1�t�iYJ"i ng 

of the Versio n A chronicle, deleted apparent ly because the compiler of 
t he 1'6.  had forgotten to i nclude IO.before beginning his historical �urvey. 

The fact that t his  unknown offi cial, apparently t he legal offioer 

of Nagara, duplicated that particular page  of the "Chroni cle" deusonstrates 

l9Cf. A, ffo 24B2-25A4. 

http:Dharrmara.ja
http:kramka.ra
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that this was its first page, and also that he must have been copying from

a written l-f> .  rather than from oraJ. tradition, inasmuch as the two 

beginnings of the 11chronicle11 are literally identical . On the basis 

of the assumption that the "chronicle" and the other documents of m.

A are separable, they are treated separately here. The "Version A 

Chronicle" will be discussed below in conjunction with other versions, 20 

while the "MS. A Documents" are reproduced in Appendix I.
21 

On the basis of information and as�innptions discussed to this point, 

then, we may say that, although the whole of MS .  A probably dates from
the First Reign (1782-1809) of the Bangkok Dynasty, the Chronicle 

portion of it surely antedates that period. We may :further state that 

this particular copy of the Chronicle was compiled in Nagara Sri 

Dharrmara.ja by that town's legal officer for public purposes, proba

bly at the request of central authorities .22 Some light may be shed 

upon the MS. fran which he copied by an e.xmnination of other versions 

of the Chronicle. 

Version B 
,

The "Chronicle of the Holy Reliquary of mo'd Nagara Sri Dbarmarii.ja, " 

termed "Version B" throughout this study, is of unknown provena,n�e, but 

it may be assumed that it was included amn11g the manuscripts procured in 
,

Nagara Sri Dharrmaraj a by Prince Damrong Raja.nubhab ca. 1908. As the 

original! �. of this version could not be located in the National Library 

in Bangkok when the present editor searched for it in 1966, we 1111.st rely

on printed editions for our text and information about it. 

Version B was first published in 1928, with a preface by Prince 

Bidyala;Aka.rana;23 and re-published in 1960 on the c:rernation or nM Yu.bin • 

20See pages 26-43. 
21see pages 179-1871. 
2�ote that that officer was us11aJJy a capital appointee, and not

a local man. 

2�di tion not ·available to the present author. 

http:Dbarmarii.ja
http:authorities.22
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Traibha.kti .24 It  was later i ncluded i n  the collections of materi als 

concerning Nagara published i n  1962 and 1964.2 5  F ortunately the earli

est printed edition has a fuller preface than that of Version A, and 

most of that preface is reprinted i n  the 1960 edition: 

Thi s book i s  pri nted followi ng the manuscript w hich is i n  
the Vaji ra.r1ana Library. (The original] i s  wri tten i n  ink on•
Western paper. This manuscri pt i s  a copy of an older book, as 
may be seen from the spelling and style, which antedate the ti me 
when such ink and paper were used.

The present edition has been ordered printed following the 
:m.a.nuscri pt, without any changes i n  the spelling or style. This
has been done for two reasons. 

First, [ because] the spelling of Thai i s  always changi ng ,  
and there i s  yet no end of change i n  sight. Such gradual change 
i s  something w hich scholars observe, and if  thi s  book is published
following the origi nal i t  would be of assi!.:.:stance i n  their study. 

Second, [ because] there a.re many words i n  this book which
those who have examined it do not understand, whether through 
their own fault or because these are mistakes. Anythi ng which 
we do not know, we cannot just call a mista ke for that reason. 
If  the editor changed an unintelligible word so that he could 
understand i t, that would be the speculation of the editor alone; 
and readers who had never seen the origi nal would have no oppor
tunity to assi st i n  the speculation or to demo nstrate thei r 
knowledge and opinions. Opinions are not necessarily knowledge; 
and when there i s  not yet certain knowledge, opinions can be 
useful. 

It  may be surmised that thi s book was written i n  the rei gn  
of King Nara.ya.na. (1657-88) : the last date mentioned i s  at the • 

.
end of the reign of King Prasad.a Db:ri. -

As for the contents which are called a chronicle of the
Holy Reliquary of Na.gara § ri Dha.rrmaraja, they are a chronicle 
of local folklore sort, with a g reat deal of the latter mixed 
with the former. However, there may be some truth [ i n  it] ,  and
there is nothi ng which demonstrates that the author di d not be
lieve that a.J l he told was the truth. Even when he tells of 
various miracles and garu�as and nagas, he does so as if  he be
lieved i n  them. To tell the truth, people still beli!.:.:eve i n  the 
miracles of holy relics to the present day. 

However, if  one poses the problem of the extent to which
thi s  book i s  of any use i n  the study of antiquity, i t  i s  diffi
cult to answer. In seeking evidence i n  the study of antiquity, 
i f  there i s  nothi ng more than folk.lore, one must accept folk-

24Tamna.n brahdhatu mo'aii nagara � ri dharrmaraj a (Bangkok 196()) .  - . . ., 

2 5cited i n  notes to!.:.:p. 7 above: 1962, pp. 78-95 ; . 91964, pp. 78-95. 

http:Nara.ya.na
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lore, as it is in this book, and it might be of some utility in
the s tudy of a.ntiqui ty." 

Prince Bidyila.nkara.na's cannnP.nts are useful and apt; but by no means •
do they 8llswer aJJ the questions we might have concerning Version B of 

the Chronicle. He, for example, argues for!.:.:a.n!.:.:early date for this chroni

cle on the b asis of its "spelling and style, which antedate the time when 

such ink and [Western] paper were used.!.:.:11 Western paper, however, came 

into widespread. use in Thailand only in the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century, or, at the very earliest, perhaps in the 1820 1 s. Moreover, the 

spelling employed in the MS . -- if indeed the published version accurately 

reflects the MS . ,  and this author is convinced it does--is more like 

nineteenth century usage than anything earlier, and is certainly much 

more ''modern" than that of I,E .  A. SpecificaJJy, Version B extensively 

employs tone ma rkers in modern style, caref'ully disting uishes the i and 

u' vowels, correctly writes the -ia and -o' a dipthongs, and generally 

spells in modern forms with consistency. Therefore, spellin g  and style 

have nothing to do with the argument that the chronicle was written in 

the mid-seventeenth century: that argument is based solely upon the fact 

that the last date mentioned in the text is A.D. 1654. 

Th e  general structure of the text does support the Prince' s reason

ing, however. As a whole, Version B reads as a detailed acco\lllt of the 

earliest history of Nagara, to which is appended a short section wh ich 

serves to " brin g it up to date.!.:.:" This consists prima.ril.y in the listing 

of appointments of governors of the principaJ.ity and mention of recent 

events in its history. It would be reasonable to surmise that the whole 

originally was compiled for the information of the governor appointed in 

the date given in the printed edition as equivalent to A.D. 1654, a man 

who ca.me to his new post from Tenas serim and presumably knew nothing of 

the history of Nagara. One may suppose that this version of the chroni

cle may have been compiled from local documents, and was kept and perhaps 

recopied many times. We might regard it as the "official" version of 

local history. 

Version B1 
So me additional light, and some confusion, is thrown on the question 
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of Version B by the existenc_e of a similar version which turned up 

among the MSSn. in the National Library in Bangkok, here termed "Version 

B1." Far from being a MS. in ink on Western paper, this is a "black

book" (samut tam) of blackened khoy paper written upon in white chalk. 

Physical Jy, MS. B1 measures appro:xima.tely 9x.27 cm.  The whole book 

would extend to 477 cm. unfolded. On the obverse, there are twenty-

six double pages, and eleven pages of the reverse side are used. The 

last f0 of the obverse (26B) bears the single word "kll!p, "  "return," 

telling the reader to turn the page over to begin the pages on the re

verse. The script seems to be a very informal, cursive nineteenth 

century one, and the spelling conforms to that of Version B, with full 

use of tone markers, differentiation of the i and u'  vowels , correct 

orthography of the ia and o'a dipthongs, and "modern" spellings . Its 

contents correspond roughly to paragraphs 18-29 of the published Version 

B and, presumably, the manuscript from which B was printed. MS .  B1,

however, is on the whole fuller, more archaic in its style, and in 

some cases more archaic in its orthography. 

Just what MS .  B1is, is difficult to ascertain. One cannot argue

that it is simply a fragment of the original of MS . B, for the following 

reasons . First, it is clear from the way in which MS . B1 begins that it 

is a whole MS . ,  without missing pages. The cover page is intact, and on 

it can be read faintly the title "Original Draft Chronicle of mo'an

Nagara" (ran to' m  bansavatara mo'an nagara); and the first half of the . -
following page (f0 lA) appears originally to have been left blank, though 

the names of three persons , and their ages, have been scribbled upon it. 

The last obverse page of the MS. similarly is present--telling the reader 

to turn to the reverse--and the reverse reads on in sequence without a

break. There is no suggestion that any other volume or pages belonged

with MS. B1 • 

On the basis of this information, we may conclude that MS. B1 is 

an early nineteenth century copy of an older MS. which roughly duplicates 

paragraphs 18-29 of Version B .  We must note, however, a major difference 

between B and B1 which throws into further confusion the question of 

their dates . MS. B1 writes with unmistakable clarity the dates for the

final paragraphs of the text, and these are a f ull century earlier than 
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the dates given in B .  Thus the new governo� for whom one might suppose 

the original was written,was appointed not in the reign of King Prasad.a 

Don, as Prince Bidyalankarana thought, but rather in A .D. 1553 .126 
• 

The Relations between MSS. A,  B, and B�

The overlap between Version B and MS. B1, however, is only a .small

portion of the general problem of the relations between our texts. Simi 

lar overlapping occurs between MS. A and Version B .  In neither of these 

cases is the duplication exact, as each of the three versions includes

material not present in the others . Because there is some relationship 

which extends between each of the three in some portions, a careful 

analysis of them enables us to arrive at a hypothetical reconstruction 

to suggest the history of each version . 

The textual structure of each version is the key element upon which 

the following analysis is based. Each version can be divided into a

number of episodes, stories, or records of events . In a,Jmost e,11 cases 

these divisions are explicit in the texts themselves, being introduced

by a mark of punctuation beginning a new story or paragraph (the con

centric circles, or sometimes spiral, called forn:nS'.n), or by the word 

anu'n, "furthermore . "  Version B, because it includes most of what is 

in both MS .  A and MS .  B1, has for purposes of this analysis been taken 

to be the basic "plot" for the chronicles of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja .  

I .  The Story of the Tooth Relic (A, ff0 3 5Al-37B2; pub. A para. l; 

B, paras . 1-3) . This episode in both A and B is based upon the classical 

Pali tale of the Tooth Relic of the Buddha, and specifically pariccheda 

4 of the Dathadhatuva.IJlsa . There are good reasons for believing both 

that the Pali text of this (and other) work was known in Nagara, a.nd 

that people in Nagara believed that work to be relevant to their own

history .zr Version B has the fuller account of this episode, e.nd bees.use 

26The reader familiar ,;.,-i th the history of Patani will be intrigued 
by a date in this decade. See A .  Teeuw and D .K. Wyatt, Hikal8:t Patani ' · · ·(The Hague, 1970), vol. II, pp. 228-231. 

Z{ See the article by James Low, "Gleanings in Buddhism, " Jl. Asiatic 
Soc .  of Bengal, XVII, ii (1848), 72-98 . 
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it renders p rop er names in a more correct fas hion (e. g. B Dandapuri vs . 
A Nagarap uri , Kos i haraja vs . t he artificiall y archaiz ed Go�ri haraja, 

fuller Maha.dev:i vs. Dev:i, correctly- spelled Anku� araja vs . phonetically

spelled Anku.taraj a, etc. ), and t ells a complete t ale with all the loos e 

ends tied up� unlike A,!.:.:28 we may regard it as closer, eit her to  the 
original Pali version, or to  t he original Nagara version, or, indeed, 

to  bot h. It s ee ms likely t hat both  A and B!.:.:are based up on another, or 

other, local versions ;  and Version A' s rendering of at least one name 

in phonetic spelling might s uggest that perhap s  A here is bas ed upon an 

oral vers ion of the written t ext upon which B may be based. 

II. Narap atI and t he First Foundation of t he City (A, f f0 37B2-•z 
40B4; p ub. A, p aras!.:.:. 2-3 ;  B, paras!.:.:. 4-5). The minor dif ferences between 

t he t wo versions of thi s  episode are signif icant. It s central figu re 

leaves a great city becaus e of  an epidemic, di scovers the future s ite 

of Ne.,gara, gains the approval of the ruler of Ceylon to erect a cit y  

t here, establishes Sin hales e Buddhis m there, and receives the Sihinga

Buddha i mage. Vers ion A identifies this ruler as NarapatI ,  while Vers ion 

B contributes t he name of t he city from which he came--Hans avat:i, or Pegu •
in Burma��and the year in which he is  s upposed to have recei ved the 

Si hinga Buddha, the year 1098 in an unspeci fied era. The original MS .  

A has space for thi s  dat e ( f0 4oB4), explicitly in the Ma.ha§ �araja 

Era (+7 8::; A . D. 1176 ) ,  but it is uncert ain w·hether the figures were ever 

written on the MS ,  as there are no noticeable s mudges or holes in the 
MS .  One might remark also that although thi s  dat e is not given in the 

standard Pali history of the Sihinga Buddha, Si hinganidanatJl, ·written by

BodhiransI of Ji an.hmai in the first half of the fifteent h cent ury, the -
Jkm. gives. a dat e of Buddhist Era 1800 ( A.D. 1256/'57 ) for this event . 

Neithe r  the Si hi nga Buddha episode here, nor the t ale of the founding 

of the cit y, s eems directly relat ed to ot her texts .  The situation is 

complicated, however, by the fact t hat Vers ion B--and perh aps A as well, 

which happens there to  be defective-- mentions the moving of the Sihinga 

Buddh,.a a second ti me, in terms ,-1hich correspond nicely to  the account 

28See belo,-1, esp . p. 70 , n. 6. 
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given in the Sihinganidana.m..29 

III. The Discovery and Sharing of the Relics with India (A, ff0 

40B4-4.3Al; pub . A paras. 4-6 ; B, paras. 6-8a ) .  The tale v-rhich follo,;•rs 

has a classical ring to it, but with some curious local twists. It 

tells, in  both versions, of two king A�okas, one the former Narapati 

of Pegu, and the other of India (the Madhayamade�a), and the request of 
,

the latter for 81+, 000 relics which the A�oka of liagara Sri Dhar rm.a.raj a 

feels compelled to satisfy. One local rustic leads him to the discovery 

of the relics left in Nagara as the outcome of Episode I ,  and a second

man lends his occult po'\•rers to the dangerous task of freeing the relics 

from the supernatural forces which guard them. On the whole, Version A 

has a slightly fuller account of �his episode, though B may lie closer 

to the original version of the tale.30 

rv. Establishing the Twelve Tributaries (�.:S1. A, ff0 43A2-43B5 ; 
pub. A, para . 7 ;  B, para. 8b) . This short section rounds out the account

of the first foundation of the mo'an by lisLing, in a curious fashion, 

the states believed to have been the tributaries of Nagara at the be

ginning of its l1istory. These are twelve in nwnber, each corresponding 

to one of the �welve years in the animal cycle of the local calendar . 

They extend from Ju.,.�bara in the north to Pa.hang in the south, and west 

to Kedah and the island of Phuket (Junk Ceylon) . There are only minor 

differences between the two lists. This episode concludes with an 

epidemic and the abandonment of the city.

V. Saiyanarariga and the Sihinga Buddha (MS. A, ff0 43B5-4 3B7 ; pub.
a 

,

A, para. 8 ;  B, para. 9).  This most curious episode has a king Sri 

Saiyanaranga (B 
,
Sri Sainara.n) coming "from the west to rule over Nagara 

Sri Dharrmaraj a , " and then receiving the Sihiriga Buddha, which is sent 

on to Jianhmai. This man ' s  name is knovm from other sources!: it is 

the Pali/Sanskrit form of the name by which several kings of Sukhod�ya 

are known, Brah Ruari (Phra Ruang). The episode as a v:hole clearly •
corresponds with the passages in the Jkm. and Sihinganidana to which 

29See below·, p. 87 . 
�o 
J See below, pp. 78-83 . 
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referenc e has already been made. A and B both have dates here, 1196 , 
. .

obviously in the Maha�!(karaja Era, equi valent t o  A.D. 1274, which is 

not s o  far distant from the (relatively less s atis fac tory) date gi ven 

in Jkm. Saiyanarariga is said here to have become ruler of Nagara, and • 
to have died shortly thereafter, to be  succeeded by his younger b rother,
who died in 1198 (A.D. 1276). A has only the beginning of t his epi sode , 

the succe edi ng p age(s) of the MS .  be ing missing, and only B continues 

the chronicle to the point wh ere A resu mes. 

VI. The Redis covery of the City {B, p ara. 10-11). Version B 
continues the story vri th yet another A� oka who ruled over Indap�tap uri , 

and fled yet another e p idemic to discover Nagara Sri Dharrmaraj!.:.:a. The 

identification of Indap�tap uri , which may have been Angkor in Cambodia, 

will be explored b elow.31 This A� oka erected a new reliquary at Nagara, 

like that erect e d  by the A§oka/Narapati before him, and he sunnnoned 

Buddhist  monks, including a S�ccanudeb a Dasa� ri , to  come from Pegu. 

Only Version B has thi s  t ale, and it should b e  noted that a similar 

tale , with anot her (? ) Das a� ri occurs later in  t he same MS. Is thi s  

a case  of reduplication? 

VII. Conflict with dav U Dori (B, in f ull, p ara. 12-13 a; MS .  A,
·partially, f fo 2.Al-2B7 ; pub .  A, para. 9-lOa). This episode b egi ns 

. -

with what appears to be an u nprovoked attack on Nagara by dav U Dori, 

t he ruler of Ayudhya. Many things about thi s  pas s age--the form of the 

reference to U Don and Ayudhya, the mention of a prince Cand.rabhanu 

{a name famous in Ceylon's history)--commend it to careful study. The 

episode continues with Nagara sending t ribute to Ayudhya, various 

religious foundations, the death of this lat es t A�oka "in the year 

1200" (-A .D. 1278? ), and th e s uccession of hi s younger b rother Can

drabhanu as yet another A�oka. 

VIII. Relations with Java (B, p ara. 13b-15a). Version B here 

inserts a three-part episode f e at uring (a) an attack by, and submission 

to, Java; (b) quarr els with the monk S�cca.nudeba whic h end in his 
leaving t he city; and (c) a local hero breaking the suzerainty of Java. 

31Page f57 ,  n. 9. 

http:below.31
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This episode is not directly related to what precedes or follows it, 

and must be regarded as an independent insertion into the basic mate

rial of A by the compiler(s) of B. 

IX. Third Abandonment of the City (MS1. A, ff0 3Al-5 pub. A, para.

10b; B, para. 15b). This passage in A is more extensive than, and con

flicts with the account of, B. A accounts for aJJ the members of the 

ruling line by name, and states that a,JJ fled an epidemic and died, 

leaving the city deserted. The monk S�ccanudeba is mentioned as though 

still present in the city and on good terms with the ruler. 

To this point, versions A and B run parallel to one another, each 

including most of the contents of the other. From this point they di

verge, and although one subsequently can relate Version B to MS. A 

through the names of individuals, or generalized events, their pre

occupations and structure are quite different. Thus, outlining the

relations between the texts from this point onwardsa, one has no assur

ance that the episodic sequence is at all chronological. The structure 

of A is ta.ken first simply for purposes of analysis. 
0

X. Bejrapuri and Bnamdale (MS . A, ff '3A5-7A; pub. A, paras.

11-12). This episode, unique to A, seems to have no parallels in 

B, though it might be considered parallel to the begiillling of episode 

VII as related by B, as both begin with the accidental arrival of a

ship. A ' s  account, however, is substantjtl,JJy different, as it centers

about Bejrapuri, that city ' s  relations with China, and a detailed 

genealogy. From Bejrapuri a royal prince, Bnamvln, is sent to es

tablish a new state in the south, Nagara Tbn Brah. To this episode •
a date is attached, 1588 of an unspecified era. 

XI. Descendents and Settlements of the ��r,apurI ¥-nE: {Mi. A,
A

ff0 7A2-9Bl; pub. A, paras. 13-16 ) .  This section begins with a de

tailed listing of the genealogy of the line of Bna.mv11n and bis wife,

Lady Satia.ndori, as well as of the places they and their party settled

in the isthmian region, centering, it would seem, in the area of the 

present-day province of Surastradha.ni. 

0XII. Establishing Malay Rulers (l.fS . A, ff 9Bl-10B2; pub. A,

paras. 17-18). This section lists the :naiaes of ten .''Ma.lays" (?kh�k) 

http:Surastradha.ni
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and their titles and wives sent by BnamvM to rule o ver states 

o n  the peninsula (and perhaps further afield), from Mdalun to 

Pahang. It also des cribes the arrangements by which th es e rulers 

were to render tribut e to Bnamv� in Nagara--Tbn Brah. The episode 

concludes ,vi th the death of  Bna.mv�. 

XIII. Revival of  Nagara S ri Dharrmaraja (l-IB . A, ff0 10B2-14B7 ; 
pub. A, paras . 19-21). On the death of  Bnamv�, his son, cau Sri 

Raj a  succeeds him. He pays homage to "the King"- -in Bej rapuri?-

and is confirmed in office, given the title of A�oka, and then is 

connnanded to establish his state in Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja. This he 

does, again establishing his relatives and retainers at various lo

calities in th e vicinit y. The lists of  settlements again are quit e 

detailed. 

XIV. Reco nstructio n of  the Great Reliquary and Donat ion of  Labo r  

Services (MS . A, ff0 14B7 -l8Al; pub. A, paras . 22-28). This episode 

recounts  the rebuilding of the Great Reliquary of  Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja, 

built earlier by the (first and third) local A�okas. On reporting it s 

completion  to the king, this A�o ka/
,
Sri Raja donat es to the king in per--

petuity the s ervices of  three o f  his relatives, Yu, Ku, and u, and 

their des cendents ,  to collect local taxes to be pres ented to the king. 

Their names were recorded, an d  the king was further urged to accept 

the appointment of  their descendent s as hereditary mo nast ery slaves 

o r  soldiers , entitled to sp ecial treatment. Their s ervices subsequent 

to the death of  A�o ka/Sri Raj a are noted �d their further relation-

ship with the king detailed. 

XV. Reorganizatio n o f  the Tax.System (MS . A, ff0 18Al-19Bl; pub . 
A, paras. 29-3 0). "Some time later, " the arrangement s under which Ku,
Yu, and U served as local tax collectors ,vas strengthened v1hen the 

king (where? ) ass igned ro yal commissioners to assist them. Lat er, -
Ra.ma, the son of u, w·as appointed to govern Nagara. An appended note  

adds one detail about the marriage relations of  this curious family. 
.0XVI. A Curious Tale (MS .  A, ff 19Bl-20Bl; pub. A, para. 31!.:.:. )

This curious tale, pres ented as hearsay ("it is said"), st at es that two 

women were sent fro m  Nagara to the king to be executed. The sequel 
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to this story, which is written in a very confused fashion, has the 

ma.n who conducted them to their deaths being himself pwiished for a 

slight against the monarch . 

XVII. Undiscovered Treasure (MS . A, ff0 20Bl-20B7 ; pub. A, para. 

32) concerns a local legend of buried treasure which u, Ku, and Yu
sought without success. 

XVIII. The Ladies' Complaint (MS. A, ff0 20B7-21B7, ?23Al-25A4;

pub. A, para. 33, has only the beginning of this episode).32 This

episode is concerned with the tax/labor system of Nagara, and the 

complaints of two ladies, �i��a and Don Samuk (Samud?), about its 

decline. These two women are not further identified, and their re-

lationship with Ku, Yu, and U, or with the Bejrapuri line, is not 

specified. The tale is introduced with a reference to a khun Indra, 

the ruler of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja. The printed version of A includes 

only the beginning of this tale, which continues on for another 11 

lines on the last page of the obverse of MS. A, and may be continued 

for another 29 lines on the reverse. 

At this point, Version A (or, rather, the "chronicle" portion of

it) ends. Version B and MS. B1 take up the tale. 

XIX. Lantaka and Srah (B, para. 16) .  There is a strong gene-

alogical connection which links this section of B to episode X:V above 

(A, paragraph 30) : it tells of the birth of a brah Hla to the ruler ,
of La.n!aka, an ancient site some 25 km. west of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraj a .  

The parallel passage in A (19A6-7) mentions a brah Hlan, a ruler of 

.La.nsahka (clearly the same place, and surely the same man), who married •
the grand-niece of Ku, of the Bejrapuri line. Within the (notional) 

chronology of Version A, then, this episode in B follows quite naturally

after the end of the A version as we have it. Beyond this genealogical 

information, however, this episode in B is unclear. The remainder of 

the section is concerned ,vi th mo' an Srah, which after an epidemic is 

evacuated to Nagara . 

�2
� See above, pages 19-22. 
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:XX. Abortive Re-discoveri of the Reliquary (B, para. 17). This .

brief tale relates how a travelling Thai chief (nay daiy) accidentally

discovers the old Great Reliquary of Nagara and leads two local monks 

to see it. The latter, however, are frightened away by tiger tracks, 

and return to their own monastery. 

XXI. Re-discovery and Reconstruction of the Great Reliquary (B,

para. 18 ;  MS. B1, ff
0 

1Bl-9B3). This episode has to do with another 

discovery of the Great Reliquary of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja, this time 

by a white-robed ascetic whom B says is from Ayudhya. His report back 

to the king resulted in the sending to !Jagara of what amounted to a 

royal commission charged with rebuilding the reliquary and gathering 

together again all the monastery slaves, upon whose backs rested the 

prosperity of Buddhism in the South. This mission was led by a monk, 

another! (?) Dasa�ri of Pegu; a civil officer, a lictor ; and the ascetic, 

Ariyabansa. There follows a detailed list of other monks who ca.me to •
Nagara and founded monasteries, and a lengthy description of how the 

work of re-building the Great Reliquary was organized. Upon the death ,
of Bra!J Sri Ma.ha.ra.ja, the ruler of _ Laniaka. (son of the braj]. Hla men-

tioned above, Episode XIX), seems to have moved from La.n!aka to Nagara,

his son, khun Indara, succeeding him. Commanded to present his daughter 

to the king in Ayudhya., Inda.ra. tried to fob off on Ayudhya the daughter 

of an elephant doctor instead, but was found out and executed. His son, 

Sri Danu then succeeded him as ruler of La.nta.ka, and Nagara again was -
deserted, rulerless, for some time. 

It is with this episode that MS. B1 comes to complicate matters . 
It is clear from the outset that B is close to the original on which B is 1
based, and compared to it, B reads very much as a paraphrase of B1 •

B1 is more repetitive, more confusing in its style and orthography,

and B appears frequently to have "corrected" B1 in such matters . 

From this point in B--paragraph 18 of the printed version of B-
through to its end, MS. B1 must be regarded as the _ fuller version. 

XXII. The Revival of Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja (MS. B1, ff0 9B3--

17Al; B, paras. 19-20). The subsequent episode, dealing primarily with 

the full reconstruction of the Great Reliquary, begins with different 

http:La.nta.ka
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dates in the two versions : B has Sri Danu appointed ruler of Nagara 

in 1815 of an unspecified era; while B1 specifies 1415 of the Ma.ha
§�ara.ja.  There are two good reasons to choose the latter date, which 

is equivalent to A.D. 14931: (a) the 4 in MS .  B1 is clearly written,

,;-1hile if poorly vrritten in the original of Version B it could easily 

have been mistaken for an 8 ,  as the two figures are roughly similar--

<§:. and � - - ; and (b) 1815 is, on the whole, an unreasonable date in 

any era for the relationships described in this episode.33 This is an

important date, when the precincts of the Reliquary assumed their pres

ent form, and when the first great register of monastery slaves in 

South Thailand was compiled by orders of, and under the supervision of, 

Ayudhya. The detailed account given here of the building of the gallery 

around the reliquary, vri th 165 rooms in which 165 Buddha i ma.ges were

enshrined, is interesting both in the lignt of the present - form of that

gallery, and in view of the fact that IlUUlerous individuals, including 

the rulers of such states as Keda.h, Kel.&nta.n, Tr�, �da lui, &nd Sa.ya,

are mentioned by name as having been charged with the construction of 

portions of the gallery. Various measured portions of wall around the 

gallery then, in addition, were apportioned to various monks and laymen 

to be constructed. The two versions of these works are not identical. 

Both list the assignments of image rooms and lengths of wall, and neither 

adds up to the full totaJ. given. Each mentions portions of the totals 

omitted by the other, so there is little to choo3e bet,veen the two 

versions. 

XXIII. Further Land Re&isters a.pd j{ylili�U.S, F2,l:!:A��i<p?f (MS. B1,

ff0 17Al-26A4, 28Bl-30B2; B, paras. 21-�). This episode, which is

given in almost identical form in both ver�ions, is a.f eonsiderable 
. ' . . � .

interest and no little puzzlement. It begins "1th an ecclesiastical 

petition to khun Indara requesting the endowment of monasteries with 

lands and slaves, ""rhich Indara. takes to the ca.pi ta.l; the result of

which is the appointment of a new governqr (not ruler) of Naga.ra, the 
' 

#

elevation of Indara to the unexplained title of Sri Ma.hir!ja, and the 

33B.E .  1815�A.D . 1271; c .s .  815�A,D. 1453 (otherwise reasonable ,  
but a time of warfare in the area); M.S. 1815=A.D 4 1893 ( ! ) .  

http:1815=A.D4
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compiling of a great register of monastery lands in the region by a 

nay Sam Com, "in Maha��araja 1550" ( A.D. 1628?).  The remainder of 

this episode then details the land allotments which Sam Com registered;

though the possibility remains that this reference is actually to an 

earlier survey, re-examined in 1550. 34 

XXIV. Marriage Relations (MS. B1, ff0 30B3-33Bl) . MS. B1 then

interjects information contained in no other source ,!·!detailing the 
,

marriage relations of the family of khun Indara/srr Maharaja with the 

official and ruling classes in the lvlalay Peninsula and elsewhere, in

cluding Sukhod�ya, mo'an Srah, PMday Damo, Sa.ya, Kelantan, and M:dalun ••
This section also mentions further official appointments, the allocation

of tax revenues, and more good works in Nagara. 

XX:V. T\vo Tfew Governors (B, paras . 23-24). This section, of ,vhich 

only one sentence appears in MS . B1, conflicts with episode XXIV above,

in terms of temporal sequence. AJJnost at the end of episode XXIV in

B1 (r0 33Ai) there is mention of a bra Dibaraja, younger brother of the 

Governor of SubarrnapurI, coming to Nagara as deputy governor, apparently•
still in the period of khun Indara; yet in Version B (para. 24, line 5), ,
the Sri Maharaja has long since died, another Sri Maharaj a after him 

has died, and yet another ruler has come to Nagara. Furthermore, Version 

B here has provided a series of dates which can be shown to fit in the

sequence of dates established in both Version B and �IS. B1 for events 

before and after those assigned to this episode. As given in Version 

B, in an unspecified era which has to be Buddhist Era (-544=A.D.), these

dates a.re 1861 (A.D . 1317) for the death of khun Indara/Sri Maharaja;  

and 1919 (A .D . 1375) for the appointment of hluan Sri Varavan�a. At 

the end of his rule, the "Arii" attacked Nagara, seized M:dalun, and were 

then defea,ted by the deputy governor Dibaraja, mentioned above . These

dates certainly are problematic, and must await further treatment . 

XXVI. Troubles, A.D. 1495-1500 (MS .  B1, ff0 33Bl-35Bl; B, paras. 

25-27). A series of events follows, concentrated, and dated clearly, 

in the last five years of the sixteenth century, A.D. 1495-1500. B 

34The earliest of the BS:dalun land-grant records (A.D. 1610, see 
pp. 59-62 below) cites the survey of nay Sam Com as its earliest precedent, 

ably
prior

earlier than 
to several sixteenth-century events, so that survey must be consider

1610. 



correctly reproduces the first of these,  2039, but misreads the next 

two dates, which fall in the same context, as 2141 and 2144 . MS .  B1
is W1amhiguously clear, and has the dates as 2039 for the appointment 

of a new governor, who is recalled in 2041 (14971) .  A new governor 

is faced immediately by an attack by forces from Ujan Tanah (Ujong - .
Tanah--"Land ' s  End,a" Johore? ) .  B1 details this vrar more fully than 

B and records more accurately such Malay forms as Ujan Tanah and- .
Il!ksa.mahna (vs . the Ujan Ganah and U1k.E_ahma.hna of B) . It makes it -. .
clear that the governor again i•ras recalled, and gives substantial de

tails about the continuation of this warfare in 1500. 

XXVII. Further Warfare, A .D .  1532-53 (�tsa. B1, ff0 35Bl-37Al; B, 

parasa. 28-29) .  The conflict of dates between B1 and B continues through 

this final episode of the chronicle , B1 giving 20(7 or 9)6, 2CJ79, 

"later", and 209(7 ) ;  ·where B has 2171 and 2197a. The crux of the problem 

is the second digit in the date , which in the .MS . is perfectly clear 

and cannot be a 1 .  This episode again is primarily concerned with 

appointments or elevations of governors,  a.nd further ,-rarfare ,.,-i th Ujong 

Tanah, and the chronicle concludes ,,ri th the transfer of the governor 

of Tenasserim to become governor of Nagara SrI Dharrmaraja .  Here, again,

B1 gives a fuller account of events, and B usually reads like a para

phrase of B1 • 

The relations betw·een A, B, and B1 are reasonably clear from 

their contents . In the most general sense, B is related to both A 

and B1, and there is no relationship vrhatsoever betvreen A and B1 •  B,
ho,-rever, is both more and less than a combination of 1-1SS.  A and B1, as 

it includes some things which both omit, and om.its some episodes or 

details they includea. 

The first clear relationship betvreen the texts falls in the area 

covered by episodes I-IX (A, paras . 1-10; B, paras . 1-15 ) .  Through

this section, A and Baare simply two similar versions of the same tale, 

'i-Tith ti;.10 exceptions and numerous minor variationsa. The two exceptions-
are (a) the omission in A of the story of the rediscovery of Nagara by 

the A�oka of Tndap�tapurI, and (ba) the omission i n  A of the story of 

relations w·i th Java. The first omission probably is more apparent than 



real, as the relevant folios of A are missing, and the full MS. A 
probably did include the A�oka-Indap�tapuri story. The second, Java 

episode is a clear interpolation by B; and the form which B takes 

here strongly suggests that its material comes from oral tradition. 

Using Roman numerals to designate episodes, we might schematically 

represent the relationship of A and B for episodes I-IX as follows!: 

A
0 

(I-VII, IX) Oral VIII 

rr------- � l
A (I-VII, DC) B ( I-IX) 

A and B are sufficiently close, and at times identical, through this 

section of the narrative, to require the supposition that both worked

from a written source, though their variations in spelling, and at 

times in sequence, are such that neither may be said to be a direct

version of the other. We thus posit the existence of an original

version A of episodes I-VII and IX, termed A .  

The next portion of the chronicle, episodes X-XVIII (A, paras • . 
11-33) ,  is unique to A.  None of the inci·dents related, nor individ

uals mentioned, have clear counterparts in B or B1, although it is 

not impossible that the latter portions of A might reflect hazy oral 

traditions of events which in B are related from better sources. 

Episodes X-XII are the most clearly unique, without any relation

ship whatsoever to B. They go directly to the core of what is surely 

the most neglected, and at the same time most controversial, "little" 

tradition in Thai historiography--the legends of "Thai" states in the 

lower Caubrahya River basin in the period prior to the foundation of •
Ayudhya in 1350. A' s detailed account of the connection with Bejra-

puri, and of the establishing of Malay rulers under Thai patronage, 

resists checking against any external sources save for its vague con� 

gruences with some of the legends of the "Chronicles of the ?-Iorth" 

(ba.n�avata.ra hno'a). 35 

Episode XIII, which details the settlement of the South, i s  clearly

35rt shows, however, strong parallels with the newly-discovered 
The Short History of the Kings of Siam by lTeremias van Vliet (Bangkok , 
1975). 

http:ba.n�avata.ra
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local in character. Most of this section consists of a listing of indi

viduals responsible for clearing various rice-lands, in what appears to 

be (although many toponyms defy identification) exclusively the area 

of the present-day provinces of Surastradhan1 and Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja •
The information recounted here may very well derive from local, oral 

traditions. 

Episodes XIV-XVII can be reduced to a central theme: the special 

status of one group of people with respect to their rights to labor 

service and taxes in lieu of labor, granted them by royal favor in 

paragraph 22, and maintained by their descendents. It is in the light 

of this theme that episode XVIII, as well as MS. A as a whole, must be 

assessed. If, as has already been argued, 
36

MS .  A should be read with 

the "chronicle" at the end of the text, rather than the beginning, i.e., 

beginning with f0 23A, then it is clear that the Version A "Chronicle"

which we have in published form should be regarded as an historical doc

ument drawn up for the special purpose of supporting particularistic 

claims on the Thai court for special treatment, dated probably some 

time in the first two decades of the nineteenth century. There is no 

doubt that portions of the MS .  are so late, and no doubt that it was

compiled from more than one written record. Much of the MS .  seems

irrelevant, or only marginally important to the case that the compiler 

seems to have been trying to make, unless we suppose that larger issues 

implicitly were at stake. 

In comparing MS .  A and Version B, it is notable that A has several 

clear biases. A almost completely omits the various connections with 

the Burmese, (especially Episode II), asserts more strongly Nagara's 

role in the Malay world (Episode XII), and, in a way, legitimi �es 

Nagara and the immediate claimants (who are apparently the descendents 

or heirs of Ku, Yu, and U) by tying Nagara and themselves to the Thai

monarchy through the BejrapurI house and (implicitly) the so-called 

Chiansen dynasty of Ayudhya, which was the real legitimate dynasty in 

the historiography of the early Bangkok period. In addition, the text 

states strongly (Episodes XIV-XV) the extent to which Ayudhya sanctioned 

the labor arrangements which are the subjects of contention; and the 

compiler, in his selection of documents for the MS . ,  lays stress upon 

36Above, pp. 21-22. 
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Nagara ' s  faithfulness to its suzerain, and the justice of his case in

terms of Bangkok ' s  laws.

We may say, then, that the Version A chronicle is a legal document 

pleading a case, based upon carefully-selected local history, folklore, 

and administrative records. It may be said to have been drawn up in

Nagara by the legal officer of that town, between 1801 and 1825.

Analysis of the relationship between A and B obviously also says 

most of what there is to say about the relationship between B and A. 

We know, or can reasonably presume, that B, like A, is based upon

sources similar, or identical, to those used by A in its accounts of

Episodes I-VII and IX. We have noted how it omits mention of Episodes

X-XVIII. With respect to Episodes XI and XIII-XVIII, B ' s  omission of 

these is understandable, if these episodes are regarded as essentially 

family history. One cannot argue here--although the - thought might 

suggest itself--that the author of B was simply demon�trating his more 

critical historical judgment in rejecting these semi-legendary tales,

for he has included his own share of such (e.g., Episode VIII). 

Instead, the author of B had different purposes in mind. The author 

of B is concerned prima�ily·with the religious history of Nagara, as 

well as ,vi th the independent existence of the environment in ·which 

Buddhism flourished in Nagara Sri Dharnnaraja. Thus his account is 

for the most part much more open in character, relatively more free

of the sorts of sensitivities which may have led . the author of A to 

omit the Burmese--and perhaps Cambodian--dimensions of Nagara ' s  past; 

and the!. author of B deals 't•ri th the Malay and Ayudhya connections of 

Nagara in a much more relaxed, and less assertive, fashion. One suspects 
that his neglect of the Bejrapuri connection {Episode X) is due simply 

to his lack of materials on that subject, which have never been very 

strong, although in this case he also may be demonstrating a particular 

bias. Ue devotes much less attention than the author of A to the allo-

cation of land and labor, and much more attention to the good works 

involved in building and maintaining the Great Reliquary of Nagara. 

As a whole, his document, like the chronicles of such religious 

monuments as the dhatu of Jianhmai, Nan, and Nagara Bnam, 37 seems 

37see ,l;zalJjum. ta.ttman brag dha.tu, pt. 2 (Bangkok, 1967 ), which includes 
histories of these three monuments and of that of Nagara §rI Dharrmaraja. 
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almost to merge the identity of the mo'an with the state and fate of 

the dhatu ; mo'an and dhatu being, as it were, interrelated symbols 

of the physical and spiritual existence of a conmnmity. 

The relationship between B and B1 is much clearer and more immediate, 

not least because there is little in B1 that is not in B, but much in A 

that is not found in B. It has already been argued that the author of 

B seems to write from local legend in his unique accounts of Episodes

XIX and xx. When B1 begins, with Episode XXI, we seem immediately to 

be presented in both versions with real history, written from records

or reasonably reliable accounts of events in the not-so-distant past. 

There are several things about these texts which suggests that neither 

is simply a version of the other, but rather that both represent inde

pendent versions of another or other versions, which we might term B .  

First, there is one section in B1 which is not included 
0

in B, Episode 

XXIV, concerning the marriage relations of the ruler of Nagara with the 

official fami lies of other states or provinces. Moreover, the two 

versions have conflicting accounts of Episodes XXV (where they barely 

overlap), XXVI, and XXVII, although the extent of conflict varies sep

arately in each case. Finally,  to argue· the opposite case, there is 

at least one instance in which both repeat an obvious mistake (B1, f0 

21A2; and B, para. 21, line 31), where both have baya or bana where 

the word should be bayapala). Numerous other verbal differences can 

be noted, as many are in the notes to the translation; but many of 

these might be the fault of the copyist or editor of the published 

version. The lists of persons responsible for religious works in Episode

XXI are sufficiently at variance to weigh against either version being

composed directly from the other. The possibility that each relied on 

an assortment of documentary materials for the episodes in question is 

militated against by the close manner in which each preserves the same 

sequence of actions and events. 

Generally speaking, B often reads like a condensed version of our 

hypothetical B
0

, while B1 seems to reproduce all the details available 

to its author. There may be a simple explanation of this: although 

Thai folded manuscripts in theory can run to any length, they would 

appear to average out in the vicinity of twenty to twenty-five folios 
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to each s ide of the MS .  sheet. B1 easily covers its material using

only 37 f olios of a 52 folio MS . ,  and then wr ites only eight lines to 

the page. We do' not have the original MS. of B; but as it includes 

all that is in E pisodes I-VII plus IX of A,  which take up almos t 

thirteen 12-14 line pages of MS .  A ,  the author of B probably reached 

the end of E pisode IX of A having already expended (as s umi ng that he 
0

wrote no s maller than the copyis t of A) perhaps one-third more s pace 

than A on Epis odes I-IX,38 s ay, s eventeen pages , and even more if he.
had been more liberal in his us e of paper than the copyis t of A. He 

would have remaining per haps twenty or so pages of an average- s ized �..S. 

in which to condens e what may have extended to as much as 37 pages in 
a copy of B

0 
similar to our B1 • 

Ther e is no doubt that he did condens e from B .  This is es pecially 
0

the cas e in his treatment of Epis ode XXI., where the tale of the redis!.:.:-

covery of the Great Reliquary is reduced by more than one-half. In 

the latter section of this episode, the language of the text is differ

ent in B·!.:.:than in B1, more moder n words appearing in B where B1 has 

archaic words not found in any modern dictionar ies .39 Similar con

densation occurs to a l es s er extent in Epis odes XXII and XXIII, much 

of which is taken up with lengthy lists; but even there, B omits the 

repetitive " from there (ie n� :e,ai)" of B1• E pisodes XXVI and XXVII 
are presented in much f uller form in B1 than in B. E pisodes XXIV and 

XXV are the exceptions!.:.:: XXIV appears only in B1, and XXV only in B 
(with the exception of a s ingle s entence. ) 

Becaus e this pattern of condensation is s ucceeded by a s ection 

of variation, it appears neces s ary  to postulate the existence of more 

than one s ource for B and B1• This seems particularly appropriate in 

view of the fact that, although the wording, and even s pelling, of B 

and B1 closely parallel each other to the end of E pisode XXIII, they 

cover s imilar events in different language, and often dis .agree 

after that point. B inserts E pisode XXV, B1 has E pisode XXIV, and 

38Based upon the lines of print expended in the published version-
ca. 150 (A) vs. 195 (B). 

39WJ:iere B1 has "d hu,!.:.:" B has "ru' � " and B1 uses "lo' k br84s ats a.na" 
which B omits!.:.:. 

http:br84satsa.na
http:dictionaries.39
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their accounts of Episodes XXVI and XXVII are different . These latter 

episodes may reflect oral traditions of relatively recent events, or 

perhaps written elaborations on some such chronological records as

astrologers' noteboolcs. To sunnn.arize, we might schematically represent 

the relationship bet\-Teen A, B,  and B1 as follows: 

A Oral? B
0 

Oral?

X-XVII I-VII, IX VIII, XIX, xx XXI-XXIII, XXVI-XXVII XXIV, XXV 

"'.I
A 

... ! _____ 4 

B and B1 are, then, quite similar documents, \vhich can 

Bl

be dis

tinguished primarily by the scope of each. Both are essentially 

religious records glorifying Nagara Sri Dharrmaraja and its religion. 

B1, however, is much more immediate and modest than!B, and, in a _
sense, is a static docwnent . Although it moves through time, the 

bulk of the document is focused on a temporal. and symbolic order es

tablished ·at one point in time , upon a past which is not recalled, and 

combined in a single w·hole by listing those v1ho j oined in the rebuild

ing of the Great Reliquary. One need not do violence to the record as a

whole to consider its final episodes, XXVI and XXVII, as mere appen

dices . B is quite different in its scope . Not only does it demon

strate a much deeper time perspective!; it also connects the living 

Buddhist situation of Nagara both with a wider Southeast Asian world, 

or which Java, Ceylon, Burma, �1alaya, Cambodia, and Siam are parts , 

and with a wider Buddhist tradition--the story of the Tooth Relic of

the Buddha . 

B and B1 are almost impossible to date. One might follow Prince 

Bidyalankarana in presuming them to have been drawn up for the l.�st •
governor named in the texts!; but our MS. obviously is of not such 

antiquity as A.D. 1553n. Both are clearly later copies--B probably 

of the mid- or late-19th century; and B1 somewhat earlier, but prob

ably not earlier than 1801, as its script employs tone markers in

relatively modern fashion. We can assume that the. hypothetical MSS. 

B on which B and B1 are thought to have been based, and A ,  on 
0 0

which A and B are based, are earlier than any of these dates, but we 



have no way of know·ing how many· times either may have been copied or 

modified before A,!.:.:B, and B1 were comp_iled. �le . can; however, gain .
some confidence in the trustworthiness of these records by a brief 

exami nation of other historical records of South Thailand. 




